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China YouTV’s CnBoo Web Site Ranks No.1 on Google.com!

BEIJING, CHINA, Aug 17, 2007 (MARKET WIRE via COMTEX) -- China YouTV Corp. 
(OTCBB: CYTV), a publicly traded company that provides online video sharing 
services through its CnBoo web site in China, reported that CnBoo.com 
is currently ranked No.1 among all online video companies in China based 
on the world wide leading Internet search engine Google.com.

Google is a top web searching engine in all major global markets, offering 
targeted search results from more than 8 billion web pages. 
Today, Google.com has become the World’s top one searching engine which 
offers search results in more than 35 languages and attracts an audience 
of more than 380 million people worldwide.

Coming on the heels of ranking No.1 on Microsoft Live Search Engine and No.7 
on BaiDu (China’s largest search engine), CnBoo is very proud to see 
its website now placing top position on all major searching engine websites 
in China.

According to the recent survey from IResearch, the audiences of online video 
website reach 86.72 million and account for 85.7% of total netizens 
in China by June 2007. Meanwhile, approximately 300 online video companies 
are sharing US$80 million market nowadays. Moreover, it predicts that 
the users of online sharing service will be 180 million with the market size 
of US$485 million by 2010 in China.

"All the revealed data made the ranking meaningful," said Mr. James Wei, 
the President of the Company. "Video sharing has a huge market in China. 
By the ranking, we are very pleased to see ’CnBoo’ becomes comparatively 
popular website among the other companies in the same field. 
We believe we have the ideal formula to further our ambitions of becoming 
a leading online video sharing website in the industry."

About China YouTV Corporation:

The Company signed a Definitive Agreement with HuaJu to set up a Joint Venture 
in China on March 16, 2007. According to the Agreement, the China YouTV Corp. 
owns 51% of the joint venture company and will provide the required 
working capital for the Joint Venture. HuaJu will be in charge 
of the daily operation of the Joint Venture. HuaJu has agreed to conduct 
its video sharing business only through the Joint Venture, and has agreed 
to contribute its web site, www.CnBoo.com and customer contracts 
to the Joint Venture www.CnBoo.com ("CnBoo") is the online video site 
belonging to the Joint Venture established by China YouTV Corp. and HuaJu. 
It is a video viewing site and social networking site that allows users 
to create their own profiles, post videos, and comment on each other’s posts. 
The CnBoo web site is similar to YouTube (www.YouTube.com), the No. 1 online 
video site in operation Within less than 2 years, CnBoo already has over 
1.2 million members and over 2 million pieces of original digital video 
(DV) shorts.

To increase membership and CnBoo’s brand name awareness, HuaJu has worked both 
on-line and off-line:



On-line: HuaJu has signed several agreements to enhance its on-line contents, 
such as an agreement for CCTV’s TV program "Exploring High and Low", 
an agreement with ManGoCity, a travel company, an agreement with Megadia 
to host Humor channel on CnBoo web site, and the recently signed agreement 
with Music Nation and VVSky to add more music on its web site.

Off-line: HuaJu has signed several agreements to promote its 3G space cards, 
such as the agreement with Gome Electrical Appliances Holding Ltd., 
the largest chain store operator of electrical appliances in China 
to distribute its 3G digital space cards to Gome customers; an agreement 
with HURRAY, a NASDAQ listed company, for the launch of 3G experience 
terminals in Gome’s stores; an agreement with ManGoCity, and a promotion 
agreement with Z-Card. HuaJu also got exclusive right from AIDS 
Prevention Education Project for Chinese Youth to negotiate with investors 
to install LED displays in the colleges and universities across China. 
All LEDs will have HuaJu and CnBoo’s logo on it.

The Company has shown increasing popularity as its CnBoo web sites had been 
ranked No.1 on Microsoft Live, No.7 on BaiDu, No.11 on Yahoo China and No.12 
on Google China when searching for keywords: on-line video and on-line video 
sharing web sites.

The Company has changed its name to China YouTV this year to reflect 
its new business operations: the fast growing video sharing web site market 
in China.

YouTube.com opened in November of 2006, it is one of the most viewed websites 
in the world. Its market influence has partnered it with the world’s largest 
media corporations. Google purchased it for over $1.6 Billion. Chboo.com is 
well on the way down the same road. This is a chance to get ahead, 
with a proven method of success.

Read the news, move fast on CYTV First thing Monday, August 20, 2007!



Decades earlier, when Belevus was a young child about the age of Jugingu, his mo
ther and father left him at home.
Over a million buckets have been consumed in Europe.
In fact, one of the young boys Aloysha Paquette is accused of violently raping a
nd sodomizing is her new husband and lover!
You can take it a few steps beyond the basic solid color shape by changing the c
olor of some of the duplicate copies.
And, most tainted of all- Dr.
What about thumbnail sketches, original drawings, and marking up rough drafts an
d proofs?
The elders generally agreed that the westerly path would forever enable the bloo
dline to remain viable and righteous.
Boring PostcardsThe world is full of boring, ho hum designs.
VIA a sophisticated quasi-telepathic process that we know little, if anything ab
out, these microscopic aliens are transporting the very two things they need on 
Miranda.
Optionally, you can set it for manual adjustments only.
Optionally, you can set it for manual adjustments only.
You don’t do it all on the computer, do you?



The portable Piss Bladder is brought to you by the inventor of the Urban Urinal.

In this trance Jugingu began speaking Mulesse and Belevus began talking in magpi
e language.
VIA a sophisticated quasi-telepathic process that we know little, if anything ab
out, these microscopic aliens are transporting the very two things they need on 
Miranda.
Heroinballs  emailed our office complaining that he can’t "get off" like he form
erly could.
What about thumbnail sketches, original drawings, and marking up rough drafts an
d proofs?
East of Weyburn, out in the frigid cold Sambo snapped.
They need heat, as it is near absolute zero there, and they need methane and sul
fur, two important life-sustaining gasses of Miranda.
The world famous Urban Urinals are convenient, but in situations where they are 
not available- you need the portable Piss Bladder.
This process continued for a long time- hour after hour.
Sambo kept seeing a pink moose, but that one could not be seen by the rest of th
e roughnecks.
Bursting the Bubble LogoTrevor Elliott wants to kill the speech bubble logo.
She told me that if I let her shit down my throat I would gain infinite internal
 wisdom.
He fell forward, knocking Jugingu to the ground.
Belevus was trying to convince his father that neither path mattered.
Belevus was getting full now and could hardly breathe.
To create the more delicate snowflake-like shapes, use the combine feature of yo
ur drawing program.
com Network Endorsements and Shopping.
The group listened, as Jugingu talked about a dream he had just the night before
.
They are shacking up in record numbers.
I’m tired of this and I’m starting to get zits all over my face.
I became filled with magpie shit and I could hardly breathe.
Ezzard Scrotumballs of Belgium, who happens to be an expert on the works of Assm
ericus, to piece the mystery together.
Hundreds of illegal aliens in Florida have jumped on rafts and headed back to Cu
ba, where life may be harsher, but warmer.
In the illustration, the top two shapes are from DTP written in a serif font.
Click the banner below.
Believe us- you WILL lose weight- and fast.
Optionally, you can set it for manual adjustments only.
A tear came to his eye.
There’s no text other than what might appear on a few of the postcards.
Ezzard Scrotumballs informs us that it is mandatory to use large, near lethal do
ses of hard drugs including the classics like heroin, opium and cocaine.
An inexpensive memory cleaner with some additional bells and whistles.
Many men are reporting they have stopped masturbating because it generates more 
heat if another body is involved.
The gang of roughnecks ran into trouble throughout most of their excursion and t
hey were eventually tossed out of Canada and banned from ever returning to Canad
ian soil.
You can use huey for Mac or PC and it comes in Basic and Pro versions.
You can use huey for Mac or PC and it comes in Basic and Pro versions.
Rumors, lies and false stories have been produced for some time now about aliens
 living in Texas.
com Network Endorsements and Shopping.
The Super-Piss Sponge holds even more urine than our Piss Bladder.
It’s just page after page of dull buildings, miles of highway, parking lots, tra
iler parks, hotel rooms, restaurants, and neighborhood streets.
As I say in the intro to this tutorial, this is a  different take on stepping ou



t of the box that would make a nifty photo effect for scrapbooks, greeting cards
, newsletters, and brochures.
It seems they were discussing mules, magpies shitting in peoples mouths and the 
sinuous serpentine crossing.
Sambo stumbled back to his hole.
The paradox of this was clear, and, the gods themselves spoke of the virtues of 
the hairy mule, especially in the sand stone scriptures that lead directly to th
e sinuous serpentine crossing.
They cooked fido, in gourmet fashion, making him into a meal of French Fido Cord
on Bleu.
The unheard of unison of a young boy and a woman old enough to be his great-gran
dmother has taken place.
When I awoke, the magpie had turned into a mule facing the westerly and I was do
wnwind, breathing his noxious fumes.
That money grew over the years appreciably and Oddball started to hang out at th
e local train stations.
And, he was low on cash to get what he needed the most- booze.
See a color combo you like?
Keith Cooper provides a fairly detailed review of the basic huey package, with s
creenshots.
It seemed like it never ended.
Baluga reportedly made the underaged lady strip down to her platform high heels 
and dance naked on the bar before the cops arrived and busted all the perverts.
They did not turn into beasts of burden.
We already have a product for you.
Major interstate highways are at a stand still as traffic cannot move over ice c
overed roads and massive snow drifts.
And, most tainted of all- Dr.
And, what about you female boozehounds?
College football bowl games have been played in blizzard weather conditions.
Belevus was nothing more than a young fool.
They sat down on a large rock to rest and contemplate which of the winding paths
 they should take.
It seems they were discussing mules, magpies shitting in peoples mouths and the 
sinuous serpentine crossing.
Conducted over a six year period ending last year, by esteemed clinician and Psy
chiatrist Dr.
I’m ok, but I have a question for you.
Do any of these redesigns seem better to you?
But when it comes to pen and pencils are we quite so picky?
How Red is Your Rose?
We just happened to forget about that room of ballots.
How about that bikini you wear when your going down deep?
Created by a man that has a lot of experience drinking and urinating, your stron
g, durable portable Piss Bladder is a miracle product.
How about a date tonight?
It’s the easiest monitor calibration method I’ve used.
That is all poppycock bullshit.
Are you disgusted with your lack of will power?
Ezzard Scrotumballs of Belgium, who happens to be an expert on the works of Assm
ericus, to piece the mystery together.
Keith Cooper provides a fairly detailed review of the basic huey package, with s
creenshots.
We just happened to forget about that room of ballots.
Cold Canadian air has been pouring down into the continental United States and t
his has caused some expected problems, and some unexpected ones as well.
Ezzard Scrotumballs learned that the alien dust mites are here for two reasons, 
both directly related to illegal wetback aliens that dominate the population of 
southern Texas.
With the patented portable Piss Bladder, you can stand at the podium in front of



 hundreds, in your three pieced suit, and address your fellow members in confide
nce.
Try out upper and lower case words to change the look.
They cooked fido, in gourmet fashion, making him into a meal of French Fido Cord
on Bleu.
I like everything about my new man Billy Boy but he has become somewhat demandin
g of me recently.
A Clearview of the HighwayHere’s an interesting read from The New York Times on 
the development and evolution of the Clearview typeface: The Road to Clarity by 
Joshua Yaffa.
Sambo though the dog was a moose.
He did not know what the gods had learned.
Many decades ago, he and his father had wandered away from the village and came 
to this very sinuous serpentine crossing.
That would teach that chauvinistic pig a thing or two!
How about a date tonight?
The portable Piss Bladder is brought to you by the inventor of the Urban Urinal.

This lasted for hours and eventually Belevus woke, stupored and dazed.
Even when they were loaded, which was basically all the time, except when they w
ere in various jails, they saw no moose whatsoever.
Ezzard Scrotumballs of Belgium, who happens to be an expert on the works of Assm
ericus, to piece the mystery together.
Are you tired of buying new clothing every week cause your old stuff no longer f
its.
So, I realized this all came from within me!
Jugingu, a young member of the bloodline, commented that maybe the answer comes 
from within and has nothing to do with the path of the mule or of the westerly.
Ezzard Scrotumballs learned that the alien dust mites are here for two reasons, 
both directly related to illegal wetback aliens that dominate the population of 
southern Texas.
Baluga stated that was the direct result of one of the boys, Rambo Sambo, seeing
 a pink moose on Wilshire.
If he refuses, maybe you can ask him to put his secretions somewhere else like o
n your thigh.
See a color combo you like?
He began visualizing odd magpies flying around and shitting in peoples mouths as
 well as big stinking mules blowing out noxious, poisonous gasses everywhere.
They did not turn into beasts of burden.
But when it comes to pen and pencils are we quite so picky?
And, what about you female boozehounds?
When I awoke, the magpie had turned into a mule facing the westerly and I was do
wnwind, breathing his noxious fumes.
I only had to pull up the Help files once.
Not a good logo candidate?
The world famous Urban Urinals are convenient, but in situations where they are 
not available- you need the portable Piss Bladder.
Scrotumballs, recognized across the globe for his esteemed work in the psychiatr
ic and medical arenas, would not be interviewed regarding tomorrows journal rele
ase.
Try out upper and lower case words to change the look.
The paradox of this was clear, and, the gods themselves spoke of the virtues of 
the hairy mule, especially in the sand stone scriptures that lead directly to th
e sinuous serpentine crossing.
Many decades ago, he and his mother had wandered away from the village and came 
to this very sinuous serpentine crossing.
The boozeboys continued meandering around aimlessly in this wasteland, causing h
avoc and chaos wherever they ended up.
Cornhole, Buckminster, Sambo and Hakio Hardturd were getting a little pissed tha
t they were not seeing any game to speak of.



Many men are reporting they have stopped masturbating because it generates more 
heat if another body is involved.
Hundreds of illegal aliens in Florida have jumped on rafts and headed back to Cu
ba, where life may be harsher, but warmer.
Let you bladder fill until you think your going to bust open Avoid drinking wate
r at all costs.
Better yet, why not force him to take  your secretions right in his face next ti
me your in Denny’s eating corncobs.
Belevus was at home crying when a large magpie came by his house riding a hairy 
mule.
You can use huey for Mac or PC and it comes in Basic and Pro versions.
With the portable Piss Bladder, you can sit at the bar drinking for hours.
A clinical trial study that is due to be released to the public tomorrow in the 
journal Dementia Cabeza Loco has the world medical authorities reeling.
Definitely a book you wouldn’t want to see your own work showcased in.
Dimple, as he moved slowly and deliberately toward the back of the Oxcart County
 Municipal Building.
A tear came to his eye.
Whimpering Belevus proceeded to tell the serpentine crossing gathering a story t
hat had never before been expressed.
The group listened, as Jugingu talked about a dream he had just the night before
.
He really cares about me.
And, most tainted of all- Dr.
Cause we have the solution for you overweight living washing machines.
A New Way to Say NoTired of the typical circle with a slash to denote prohibited
 activities?
Hey boozehounds- ever drink a few quarts of beer just before your board meeting 
and find that you suddenly had the urge to urinate?
And, guess what- nothing happened.
Even more shocking- Dr.
I’m tired of this and I’m starting to get zits all over my face.
Words with O or C in the middle will usually create a shape with a hole in the m
iddle.
The bloodline headed back on the dirt path to their homes, stupefied and groggy.

And, worst of all, energy prices for natural gas and home heating oil are at an 
all time high and predicted to rise drastically.
The portable Piss Bladder is brought to you by the inventor of the Urban Urinal.

Hundreds of illegal aliens in Florida have jumped on rafts and headed back to Cu
ba, where life may be harsher, but warmer.
Words with O or C in the middle will usually create a shape with a hole in the m
iddle.
Major interstate highways are at a stand still as traffic cannot move over ice c
overed roads and massive snow drifts.
You see the path separated at the crossing and some of the people had an intuiti
ve feeling that the gods had willed them to take the path of the hairy mule.
So, between shows, I have sex with as many guys in the crowd as I can.
There’s no text other than what might appear on a few of the postcards.
Many decades ago, he and his father had wandered away from the village and came 
to this very sinuous serpentine crossing.
Baluga reportedly made the underaged lady strip down to her platform high heels 
and dance naked on the bar before the cops arrived and busted all the perverts.
He is upset that he is paying thousands of dollars several times daily and can’t
 even get a good ball-buster  anymore.
The elders generally agreed that the westerly path would forever enable the bloo
dline to remain viable and righteous.
East of Weyburn, out in the frigid cold Sambo snapped.
Have you never forgotten something?



So, I opened wide and the big magpie started shitting.
Even more shocking- Dr.
List your name, complete address, head size, bank name and bank account number.
Who knows, maybe we will find another room of uncounted ballots next week and Pr
esident Bush will pull back into the lead!
He had a cameo role extinguishing a hut fire with one of his strong streams of s
melly beer urine.
It took a man who has been dead for over four hundred years, Assmericus, to stee
r people along the right path.
So, I opened wide and the big magpie started shitting.
The boozeboys continued meandering around aimlessly in this wasteland, causing h
avoc and chaos wherever they ended up.
Just think, all that extra walking- back and forth- is eliminated.
Try out upper and lower case words to change the look.
These were hallucinogenic and everyone at the sinuous serpentine crossing grew l
ight headed and giddy.
Who knows, maybe we will find another room of uncounted ballots next week and Pr
esident Bush will pull back into the lead!
Whimpering Belevus proceeded to tell the serpentine crossing gathering a story t
hat had never before been expressed.
And, worst of all, energy prices for natural gas and home heating oil are at an 
all time high and predicted to rise drastically.
Heroinballs  emailed our office complaining that he can’t "get off" like he form
erly could.
Try out upper and lower case words to change the look.
The Pro version gives you a little more control over settings and supports multi
ple monitors.
I’m tired of this and I’m starting to get zits all over my face.
Scrotumballs, recognized across the globe for his esteemed work in the psychiatr
ic and medical arenas, would not be interviewed regarding tomorrows journal rele
ase.
Cold Canadian air has been pouring down into the continental United States and t
his has caused some expected problems, and some unexpected ones as well.
How about a date tonight?
Even when they were loaded, which was basically all the time, except when they w
ere in various jails, they saw no moose whatsoever.
Click the banner below.
A tear came to his eye.
And, what about you female boozehounds?
The paradox of this was clear, and, the gods themselves spoke of the virtues of 
the hairy mule, especially in the sand stone scriptures that lead directly to th
e sinuous serpentine crossing.
Click the gadget to copy the RGB values of the displayed color trio to your clip
board.
I could not breathe and I passed out again.
Jugingu, a young member of the bloodline, commented that maybe the answer comes 
from within and has nothing to do with the path of the mule or of the westerly.
In his article, Yaffa delves into much more than just Highway Gothic versus Clea
rview.
The group listened, as Jugingu talked about a dream he had just the night before
.
Cornhole, Buckminster, Sambo and Hakio Hardturd were getting a little pissed tha
t they were not seeing any game to speak of.
Sounds like you got yourself in a real bind there.
Have you asked Billy Boy to stop this activity?
Be the first on your board, bar, office or home to get one.
A New Way to Say NoTired of the typical circle with a slash to denote prohibited
 activities?
They cooked fido, in gourmet fashion, making him into a meal of French Fido Cord
on Bleu.



They say anything can happen in this land of frozen balls and frigid cakes, and 
this case just underscores that fact.
These were hallucinogenic and everyone at the sinuous serpentine crossing grew l
ight headed and giddy.
Hey boozehounds- ever drink a few quarts of beer just before your board meeting 
and find that you suddenly had the urge to urinate?
The gang sobered up and were ordered out of town after they ate the jail out of 
food.
No, not illegal aliens.
Full of Canadian beer and whiskey, the boys were expelled from one small town af
ter another.
See a color combo you like?
Sambo kept seeing a pink moose, but that one could not be seen by the rest of th
e roughnecks.
So, needless to say, you have the wrong man going into the White House!
Many decades ago, he and his mother had wandered away from the village and came 
to this very sinuous serpentine crossing.
In this trance Jugingu began speaking Mulesse and Belevus began talking in magpi
e language.
Believe us- you WILL lose weight- and fast.
Everyone told me that SOB was no damn good and after he and his union buddies ti
ed me up to the bed and gang raped me I broke off our engagement.
Sambo stumbled back to his hole.
lets say his name is "Billy Boy", and I have a great relationship.
Jugingu, a young member of the bloodline, commented that maybe the answer comes 
from within and has nothing to do with the path of the mule or of the westerly.
Those cold winds blow off the lake and make your mini-skirt and platform high he
els feel mighty uncomfortable.
PANTONE huey is aimed at those who want good color-matching but where super prec
ision isn’t absolutely required.
Many reviewed interpretations of the folklore and mythology related to the sinuo
us serpentine crossing.
Please Magpie, give me your suggestions on this big problem.
Thinner, more delicate fonts create more open shapes.
Additionally, the controversial study advises that anyone who currently does not
 use tobacco products in one form or another begin to do so immediately, in mass
ive quantities.
But when it comes to pen and pencils are we quite so picky?
From Washington state to Florida and from Maine to California the US is in the g
rip of one of the most devastating cold periods this nation has known on a conte
mporary basis.
Then this afternoon I purchased PANTONE huey.
How Red is Your Rose?
Although written for the GIMP, you can easily adapt this technique for other ima
ge editing programs.
Baluga reportedly made the underaged lady strip down to her platform high heels 
and dance naked on the bar before the cops arrived and busted all the perverts.
List your name, complete address, head size, bank name and bank account number.
At that second, a big magpie shit right in his open mouth.
Williams refused to stop drinking, up to his death.
I did not wake up for weeks, or so it seemed.
We just happened to forget about that room of ballots.
Has the speech bubble joined the swoosh as an overused logo element?
But his father did not accept this idea.
I was with a group and we were discussing which path we should follow when a lar
ge magpie landed on my head.
Our new product, developed by a famous scientist in his basement laboratory over
 in Antwerp, Belgium, has taken Europe by a storm.
Thinner, more delicate fonts create more open shapes.


